Rally for Canada

**Freedom of expression in Canada** is protected as a "fundamental freedom" by Section 2 of the **Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms** and enshrined in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

**And this is the reason we rally!**
To uphold and protect our Constitutional, God given rights and freedoms.

**Copy page 2** and have it available when rallying. Law enforcement must uphold and respect your Constitutional Rights and Freedoms.

Canadian law enforcement are rising up and expressing concern over the tyrannical rule of government and how this is impacting their relationship with the public whom they are called to serve and protect. **Read Here**. Lets make an effort to build some bridges and keep them on our side.

If you choose to rally on an overpass than you must attach a safety string to your sign and attach it to your wrist. Do not hold your sign over the railing. Law enforcement are supportive but especially when they can see that we are doing our part to be safe.

Please comply with social distancing as the PM is just waiting for civil unrest and we do not want give him any excuse to enact martial law.

Banners are permitted to be attached to overpass railings but be sure to attach it with zap straps on the sidewalk side...and then flip over the railing and attach at the bottom.

Be sure to reach out to people who show up to rally and request contact info and that they join Action4Canada.com so they can receive weekly updates.

**Sign Suggestions: *bullet points are recommended***

- Trudeau Must Go
- Protect Legal Gun Owners
- Protect Canada’s Democracy
- No to Mandated Vaccines
- Defund the CBC
- Facts Not Fear!
- End Lock down - Protect Rights!
- Lock down = Economic Collapse!
- End the tyrannical lock down
- Premiers protect Citizens against tyranny
- Protect Canada’s Sovereignty
- Pull Out of UN
- Re-Open Economy Safely Now!
- Economic Lock down = National Suicide!
- End Lock down - Re-open Economy!
- Question Everything - End Lock downs!

These are peaceful protests so please conduct yourself accordingly.

And last but not least...Have Fun!

**Thank you from the team @ Action4Canada**

God Bless Canada!
Freedom of expression is a fundamental human right, enshrined in Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights

&

Freedom of expression in Canada is protected as a "fundamental freedom" by Section 2 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

Freedom of speech[2] is a principle that supports the freedom of an individual or a community to articulate their opinions and ideas without fear of retaliation, censorship, or legal sanction. The term "freedom of expression" is sometimes used synonymously but includes any act of seeking, receiving, and imparting information or ideas, regardless of the medium used.

Freedom of expression is recognized as a human right under article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) and recognized in international human rights law in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). Article 19 of the UDHR states that "everyone shall have the right to hold opinions without interference" and "everyone shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his choice". The version of Article 19 in the ICCPR later amends this by stating that the exercise of these rights carries "special duties and responsibilities" and may "therefore be subject to certain restrictions" when necessary "[f]or respect of the rights or reputation of others" or "[f]or the protection of national security or of public order (order public), or of public health or morals".[3]